The variety of power domain constructions proposed in the literature is put into a general algebraic framework. Power constructions are considered algebras on a higher level: for every ground domain, there is a power domain whose algebraic structure is speci ed by means of axioms concerning the algebraic properties of the basic operations empty set, union, singleton, and extension of functions. A host of derived operations is introduced and investigated algebraically. Every power construction is shown to be equipped with a characteristic semiring such that the resulting power domains become semiring modules. Power homomorphisms are introduced as a means to relate di erent power constructions. They also allow to de ne the notion of initial and nal constructions for a xed characteristic semiring. Such initial and nal constructions are shown to exist for every semiring, and their basic properties are derived. Finally, the known power constructions are put into the general framework of this paper.
Introduction
A power domain construction maps every domain X of some distinguished class of domains into a so-called power domain over X whose points represent sets of points of the ground domain. Power domain constructions were originally proposed to model the semantics of nondeterministic programming languages 14, 16, 10, 13] . Other motivations are the semantic representation of a set data type 9], or of relational data bases 2, 5] .
In 1976, Plotkin 14] proposed the rst power domain construction. Because his construction goes beyond the category of bounded complete algebraic domains, Plotkin proposed the larger category of SFP-domains that is closed under his construction. A short time later, Smyth 16 ] introduced a simpler construction, the upper or Smyth power construction, that respects bounded completeness. In 17], a third power domain construction occurs, the lower power domain, that completes the trio of classical power domain constructions.
Starting from problems in data base theory, Buneman et al. 2] proposed to combine lower and upper power domain to a so-called sandwich power domain. Gunter investigated the logic of the classical power domains 4] . By extending the logic of Plotkin's domain in a natural way, he developed a so-called mixed power domain 5, 6 ]. Plotkin's power domain is a subset of the mixed one, and this in turn is a subset of the sandwich power domain.
We independently found the sandwich and mixed power domains in an isomorphic form as big and small set domains when developing domain constructions that would give semantics to an abstract data type of sets in a functional programming language (see 9] ).
Given at least ve di erent power domain constructions, the question arises what is the essence of these constructions, i.e. what are their common features which allow the application of the notion`power domain'. Thus, we look for a theory of power domain constructions that covers the existing ones and provides answers to the following questions:
(1) What are power domain constructions? (2) How are di erent power domain constructions related to each other? (3) Are there more than the ve constructions enumerated above? (4) If so, how are these ve constructions distinguished among all the others?
In addition, a general theory of power constructions provides | if it is to be useful | general theorems that are applicable to all speci c power domain constructions.
Gunter presents in 6] the semantics of a non-deterministic language in terms of a generic power domain construction using the three basic operators of singleton, binary union, and extending set-valued functions from points to sets. These generic semantics may then be instanciated by choosing a concrete construction instead of the generic one. The concrete construction only has to provide the necessary basic operations.
Thus, we de ne a power domain construction by axioms concerning the existence of some basic operations. In addition, we specify some axioms that should be satis ed by the basic operations. One might worry about the actual choice of these axioms, but we think that our choice is quite natural. This opinion is strengthened by the fact that our de nition leads to a rich theory, covers the known power constructions, and allows to characterize them algebraically.
After introducing some notions and notations, we present the basic operations and their axioms in section 3. In section 4, we indicate a variety of consequences of these axioms. Main proposed in 13] to de ne power domains as free modules over semirings. In section 5, we show that our power constructions are equipped with a characteristic semiring, and the resulting power domains are (not necessarily free) modules w.r.t. this semiring.
Power homomorphisms are introduced in section 6 as a means to relate di erent power constructions. They also allow to de ne the notion of initial and nal constructions for a given characteristic semiring. In sections 8 and 9, we prove that such initial and nal constructions exist for every semiring, and we derive their basic properties. Since the concept of a semiring is very general, we thus obtain a host of power domain constructions. The concluding section 10 then puts the ve known power constructions mentioned above into the general framework of this paper.
Notions and notations
Following the programme outlined above, the paper mainly uses algebraic techniques, e.g. equational reasoning. Only a minimum of domain theory is needed; it is collected in this section.
A poset (partially ordered set) (P; ) is a set P together with a re exive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation` '. Most often, we identify the poset P = (P; ) with its carrier P.
We refer to the standard notions of upper and lower bounds, bounded subsets, least upper bound (lub) denoted by`F', greatest lower bound (glb), directed set, directed complete poset (domain), monotonic and continuous function. 1 Hence, a domain is just a directed complete poset. It need not possess a least element.
A domain is bounded complete if every bounded subset has a lub, and it is complete if all subsets have lubs. A domain is discrete if x y implies x = y. There is a one-to-one correspondence between discrete domains and (unordered) sets. if for every point x, the set fa j a xg is directed and has lub x.
A point a in a domain X is isolated (or: nite) i it is way-below itself. The set of all isolated points of X is called X 0 . A domain X is algebraic i every point of X is the lub of a directed set of isolated points. The set X 0 of all isolated points of X is called the base. Every algebraic domain is continuous.
Bi nite or pro nite domains 3] are the limits of !-chains of nite domains. Every bounded complete algebraic domain is bi nite, and every bi nite domain is algebraic. The function space of two bi nite domains is bi nite again, whereas the function space of two algebraic domains need not be algebraic.
Following 15], a functor in the category of domains and continuous functions is locally continuous if its functional part acts continuously on the function spaces. Such functors are continuous. Hence they map bi nite domains to bi nite domains if they map nite domains to nite domains.
3 Speci cation of power constructions
Constructions
A power construction is something like a function which applied to a domain X yields a new domain, the power domain over X. It is not really a function since there is no set of all domains. There may be total constructions that are applicable to all domains, as well as partial constructions applicable to a special class of domains only. De nition 3.1 A (domain) construction F : X 7 ! FX attaches a domain FX to every domain X belonging to a distinguished class def F. F is a total construction if def F is the class of all domains, otherwise a partial one.
A power (domain) construction P is a domain construction satisfying the axioms presented in the next paragraphs. PX is called the power domain over the ground domain X. The elements of (the carrier of) PX are called formal sets.
If a power construction P is de ned for a class C = def P, then the power domains PX
are not required to be in C again. Often, a power domain cannot be realized concretely as a set of subsets of the ground domain. Hence the notion of formal sets in contrast to actual sets, i.e. the ordinary subsets of the ground domain. Formal set operations will be notationally distinguished from actual set operations by means of additional bars, e.g. ? vs. .
In the following, the symbol P denotes a generic partial power construction de ned for a class D = def P of domains. We immediately require the class D to contain the one-pointdomain 1 because the power domain P1 plays an important algebraic role.
Empty set and nite union
As a rst requirement, we want the power domain PX to contain a formal empty set and to provide formal set union. Both the existence of an empty set and the axioms for union may be subject to discussions.
None of the original power domain constructions contained the empty set. However, they were sometimes extended by the empty set in later developments. For our work, the empty set is important and cannot be dispensed with.
Mathematical set theory suggests that union be commutative, associative, and idempotent. The last requirement turns out to be the least important one. For the sake of generality, we omit it as far as possible. Thus, the following results apply for`multi-power' domain constructions as well.
For a (generalized) power construction P, all power domains PX have to be equipped with a commutative and associative operation ? : PX PX ! PX]. In addition, there has to be a point -0 in PX which is the neutral element of union`? '. If union is idempotent, it is a real power construction, and otherwise a multi-power construction.
Monoid domains
To have generally applicable notions, we de ne the algebra of domains with empty set and union in a more abstract setting.
De nition 3.2 (Monoid domains and additive maps)
A monoid domain (or simply monoid) (M; +; 0) is a domain M together with an associative operation + : M M ! M] and an element 0 of (the carrier of) M which is the neutral element of`+'. The monoid is commutative i `+' is.
A map f : X ! Y ] between two monoids is additive i it is a monoid homomorphism, i.e. f(0 X ) = 0 Y and f(a + b) = fa + fb hold.
Many authors, including myself in previous papers, call the additive maps linear. However, the term`linear' is more appropriate for the module homomorphisms introduced in section 5.1. In many common cases, including the usual power constructions, additivity and linearity coincide.
Singleton sets
Returning to the power construction, we next require a morphism which maps elements into singleton sets. We denote it by = fj:j g : X ! PX], x 7 ! fjxj g.
By means of the operations -0 and ? , we may extend fj:j g to nite sequences of ground domain points: fjx 1 ; : : :; x n j g = ( fjx 1 j g ? ? fjx n j g if n > 0
Because of commutativity and associativity, one is free to permute the n arguments of fjx 1 ; : : :; x n j g. If union is idempotent, one additionally might delete and add multiple occurrences of elements. Thus fj:j g becomes a mapping from nite actual sets to formal sets in this case.
Function extension
So far, we required the existence of singletons, empty set, and binary union. Singleton and union are not yet interrelated by axioms, and there are no axioms yet relating power domains over di erent ground domains. Both relationships are established by the extension functional. It takes a set-valued function de ned on points of a ground domain and extends it to formal sets. We call the ext axioms indicated above primary axioms because their relevance is immediate. In addition, we require some`secondary axioms' which will be stated below as (Si). (S1) and (S2) specify additivity in the functional argument. In the next section, power constructions are shown to be functors by means of (S3) and (S4). Note that we do not require f to be the only morphism satisfying (P1) through (P3) for given f. However, an important class of power constructions will have this property. For these constructions, (S1) through (S4) become provable (see section 8). That is why we call them secondary axioms.
Examples
Sets may be conceived as discrete domains, and all functions between discrete domains are continuous. Hence, ordinary power set formation is a partial power domain construction de ned for discrete domains. P set X = PX = fA j A Xg ordered discretely for discrete domains X, The empty set and all singletons are nite, and nite unions of nite sets are nite. Hence, there is another power construction for sets: P n X = fA X j A is niteg whose operations are the restrictions of the operations above. In this construction, every function f : X ! P n Y has a unique additive extension. The operations as speci ed above allow to derive many other operations with useful algebraic properties. We rst consider some set operations including function mapping (4.1), big union (4.2), and Cartesian product (4.3). Function mapping turns the power construction into a locally continuous functor.
Summary
In section 4.4, we concentrate on the power domain P1 over the one-point-domain 1 and show that it incorporates the inherent logic of the power construction in its operations. In section 4.5, existential quanti cation E is introduced. Given a formal set and a predicate, E intuitively tells whether some member of the set satis es the predicate. In section 9, E will be used to de ne power domain constructions in terms of second order predicates. The primary and some secondary axioms of extension may be translated into corresponding properties of map.
The properties (P1)' through (P3)' imply b f fjx 1 ; : : :; x n j g = fjfx 1 ; : : :; fx n j g. The last two properties show that P becomes a functor by means of map. Since map is continuous when considered a second order function, this functor is locally continuous, whence every power construction sends bi nite domains to bi nite domains if it sends nite domains to nite domains (see section 2). ?' has the same properties; the proofs are however exchanged. 
Big union

The logic of power constructions
Each power construction is equipped with an inherent logic. In this section, we present the domain of logical values together with disjunction and existential quanti cation. The corresponding conjunction is de ned in section 4.7.
The domain of logical values is obtained by interpreting the power domain P1 where 1 = f g. It has at least two elements: -0 and fj j g, and is equipped with the binary operatioǹ ? '. We interpret -0 as`false' denoted by 0, fj j g as`true' denoted by 1, and`? ' as formal disjunction`+'. From the power axioms, one gets the following properties:
`+' is commutative and associative.
0 + a = a + 0 = a for all a in P1.
In case of a real power construction, one additionally has a + a = a for all a in P1. There is no information about the relative order of 0 and 1; 0 might be below 1, above 1, or incomparable to 1.
The two power set constructions | set of arbitrary subsets and set of nite subsets | both have the same logic: P1 is f;; f gg or f0; 1g with ordinary disjunction. satis es p. (S4) then informally reads: There is x in S a2A fa satisfying p i there is a in A such that there is x in fa satisfying p.
Existential quanti cation
Existential quanti cation may also be used to translate formal sets into second order predicates. For this end, we exchange the order of arguments of ex by uncurrying, twisting, 
Algebraists will notice that these properties essentially are the axioms of left modules. This topic will be further explored in section 5.1.
Proof: 
Conjunction
Up to now, the logical domain P1 was only equipped with constants 0 and 1 and a disjunction`+'. We now interpret the external product on P1 as conjunction since a b The semiring is commutative i its multiplication is, and it is idempotent i its addition is, i.e. a + a = a holds. A semiring homomorphism h : R ! R 0 ] between two semirings is a mapping that preserves the semiring operations:
The power domain P1 is such a semiring with 0 = -0, a + b = a ? b, 1 = fj j g, and a b = ext ( : b) a as shown in the previous sections.
Semirings are generalizations of both rings and distributive lattices. These in turn are generalizations of elds and Boolean algebras. Hence, both the notations (R; +; 0; ; 1) as used in this paper and a more logical notation (R; _; F;^; T) seem to be adequate. Conversely, one may wonder whether there is a power construction for every given semiring. The answer is yes; in sections 8 and 9, two distinguished constructions with given semiring are presented.
R-constructions
It is generally useful not to stick to the fact that the characteristic semiring be exactly P1. It is better to be more exible and let the characteristic semiring be some isomorphic copy of P1. In this case, it is important to x an isomorphism.
De nition 5.4 Let R be a semiring domain. An R-construction is a pair (P; ') of a power construction P and a semiring isomorphism ' : R ! P1].
If R allows non-trivial automorphisms, then there are several di erent isomorphisms between P1 and R. Hence, we x an isomorphism in the de nition. The importance of this xing will be seen in the subsequent sections. Nevertheless, we shall mostly use the sloppy notatioǹ P is an R-construction' without explicitly mentioning the xed isomorphism ' : R ! P1].
Various derived power operations involved the power domain P1 in their functionality. By means of the isomorphisms ' and ' ?1 , they may be turned into operations involving R instead. For the sake of clarity, we mark the original operations by an asterisk in the following, and denote the original products by` '.
These new operations enjoy the same algebraic properties as the original operations. The proofs may be performed by simple equational reasoning. In the sequel, we shall mostly use the new operations.
Examples for characteristic semirings
In this section, we informally present some examples for power constructions and their characteristic semirings.
The lower power construction has characteristic semiring f0 < 1g where 1 + 1 = 1.
In this logic, 0 is unstable because it may become 1 while the computation proceeds. Thus, 0 actually means`don't know' since only positive answers are reliable.
The upper power construction has the dual semiring f1 < 0g. Here, 1 is unstable and may change to 0 in the course of a computation. Only negative answers are reliable.
The convex or Plotkin power construction has semiring f0; 1g with 1 + 1 = 1. The elements are not comparable, whence computations with logical result cannot proceed. They have immediately to decide whether the result is 1 or 0, and cannot change their opinion' afterwards. The constructions of the set of all subsets and of the set of nite subsets have the same characteristic semiring as Plotkin's construction. Indeed, the construction of nite subsets is just a special instance of Plotkin's. The three examples above show the importance of the empty set in our algebraic theory. Without empty set resp. 0, all three semirings would collapse to f1g and could not be The multi-power domain of 1] has semiring f0; 1 < 2 < < 1g, i.e. 0 is incomparable as in Plotkin's construction whereas the remaining naturals form an ascending chain.
In 13], discrete probabilistic non-determinism is modeled by a power construction with characteristic semiring R 1 0 | the non-negative reals including in nity ordered as usual with ordinary addition and multiplication.
In 13] again, oracle non-determinism is modeled by a construction whose semiring is the power set of a xed set. The power set is ordered by inclusion` ', addition is union, and multiplication is intersection. A third construction in 13] models ephemeral non-determinism. Its semiring is the so-called tropical semiring T = (f0 < 1 < 2 < < 1g; u; 1; +; 0), i.e. addition in T is minimum, and multiplication in T is arithmetic addition.
6 Power homomorphisms
De nition
Homomorphisms between algebraic structures are mappings preserving all operations of these structures. Power constructions may be considered algebraic structures on a higher level. Thus, it is also possible and useful to de ne corresponding homomorphisms.
A power homomorphism H : P _ !Q between two power constructions P and Q with def P def Q is a`family' of morphisms H = (H X ) X2def P : PX ! QX] commuting over all power operations, i.e.
The empty set in PX is mapped to the empty set in QX:
The image of a union is the union of the images:
H(A ? B) = (HA) ? (HB 
Some properties of power homomorphisms
Since power homomorphisms preserve all primary power operations, it is not surprising that they also preserve the derived operations. 
Linear power homomorphisms
In the following, we want to compare power constructions with the same characteristic semiring by means of power homomorphisms. We use the notion of R-constructions P with a xed isomorphism from R to P1 as introduced in section 5.2.
De nition 6.2 Let R be a semiring, and let (P; ') and (P 0 ; ' 0 ) be two R-constructions. Proof: To be su ciently distinctive, we denote the product with members of P1 and P 0 1 by` ' in this proof. r A is then de ned by 'r A resp. ' 0 r A. 
Initial and nal R-constructions
Initial and nal power constructions are de ned relative to the characteristic semiring by means of linear power homomorphisms. Without the assumption of linearity, their existence could not be guaranteed.
An R-construction P is initial if for all R-constructions Q there is exactly one linear power homomorphism P _ !Q. Finality is dual. The exact de nitions however are more complex. To prevent a construction from being initial simply because it is almost unde ned, we concentrate on total constructions de ned for all domains.
De nition 6.4
A total R-construction (P; ') is initial if for all total R-constructions (Q; ' 0 ) there is exactly one linear power homomorphism H : (P; ') _ !(Q; ' 0 ). A total R-construction (P; ') is nal if for all R-constructions (Q; ' 0 ) there is exactly one linear power homomorphism H : (Q; ' 0 ) _ !(P; ').
These de nitions imply the existence and uniqueness of initial and nal R-constructions for every given semiring domain R, as pointed out in sections 8 and 9. If the de nitions did not refer to linear power homomorphisms, there would be no initial and nal constructions for semirings with non-trivial automorphisms.
Initial and nal R-constructions have the usual properties found in algebra:
(1) If P is isomorphic to an initial (a nal) R-construction P 0 , then P is also an initial (a nal) R-construction.
(2) For given semiring R, initial and nal R-constructions are unique up to isomorphism.
The proofs of these properties are done by standard algebraic arguments | provided that isomorphic' is understood as isomorphic by a linear power isomorphism. The main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 6.5 For every semiring R, initial and nal R-constructions exist.
In section 8, we demonstrate the initial construction. Section 9 is then devoted to the nal construction. Before introducing the initial construction, we rst investigate the theory of R-X-modules because the results of this theory are used when considering the initial construction.
R-X-Modules
Before introducing the initial and nal R-constructions for a semiring R, we consider R-X-modules in this section. R-X-modules are R-modules together with a map from X. Power domains are R-X-modules by the singleton map. The theory of R-X-modules allows to prove a host of theorems that are applied to the theory of power domain constructions in the next section. We already met examples for such R-X-modules and R-X-linear mappings. If H : P _ !Q is a linear power homomorphism between two R-constructions, then for every ground domain X, the instance H X is an R-X-linear mapping between the two R-X-modules (PX; P ) and (QX; Q ). If f : X ! PY], then the extension ext f is R-X-linear between the R-X-modules (PX; ) and (PY; f) since ext f = f. Thus, the R-X-modules with R-X-linear mappings provide a common abstraction of extension and power homomorphisms. In the sequel, we need some more de nitions.
De nitions
De nition 7.2 Let M = (M; ) where M = (M; +; 0; ; 1) is an R-module. A By de nition, S may be assumed to be an R-X-module again, and the natural inclusion map e : S ! M is an R-X-linear morphism.
It is easily veri ed that the intersection of a family of R-X-submodules of a xed R-Xmodule is again an R-X-submodule. Hence, the R-X-submodules form a complete lattice, and there is a least R-X-submodule for every given R-X-module M. We call it the core M c of M. The following theorem is a generalization of a theorem found in 12] for the case R = f0; 1g. It provides a more explicit description of the core.
Theorem 7.3
If M = (M; ) is an R-X-module, then its core is given by M c = M # where M # = fr 1 x 1 + + r n x n j n 2 N 0 ; r i 2 R; x i 2 Xg and B is the least directed closed superset of B.
The size of M c is bounded by jM c j 2 (jRj jXj ) .
The proof of the theorem is included as an appendix.
Reduced R-X-modules
De nition 7.4 An R-X-module is reduced i it coincides with its core.
Equivalently, an R-X-module is reduced i it does not allow proper R-X-submodules.
For every R-X-module M, the core M c is reduced. Hence, every R-X-module contains a reduced R-X-submodule. Reduced R-X-modules enjoy many interesting properties listed in the sequel. are two R-linear morphisms with F = G , then F = G holds.
As a special instance of this proposition, one obtains:
Proposition 7.7 If M is a reduced R-X-module, then there is at most one R-X-linear mapping from M to any other R-X-module M 0 .
Finally, we consider existence of a least element.
Proposition 7.8 If the semiring R has a least element ? R and X has a least element ? X , then every reduced R-X-module M = (M; ) has a least element, namely ? R (? X ).
Proof: Let S = fa 2 M j a ? R (? X )g.
(1) Let x 2 X. Then x = 1 x ? R (? X ).
(2) 0 = 0 (? X ) ? R (? X ). 
Free R-X-modules
By Prop. 7.7, there is at most one R-X-linear mapping from every reduced R-X-module. In this section, we consider an even more special class of R-X-modules.
De nition 7.9 An R-X-module F is free i for every R-X-module M, there is exactly one R-X-linear morphism from F to M.
The existence of free R-X-modules is shown in section 7.4. For algebraic R and X, a more explicit construction is provided in section 7.5. In this section, we study the properties of free R-X-modules. By usual algebraic arguments, all free R-X-modules are isomorphic to each other. Thus, we sometimes denote the free R-X-module by R X. Proposition 7.10 Every free R-X-module is reduced.
Proof: Let F be a free R-X-module and S an R-X-submodule of F. We have to show S = F. The embedding : S ! F is R-X-linear since S is an R-X-submodule. Since F is free, there is an R-X-linear morphism : F ! S]. The composition is R-X-linear and maps F to itself as the identity does. By freedom, = id holds. Hence, for every y in F, y = ( y) 2 S holds. Proof:`?' is monotonic by Lemma 7.5 telling that f g implies f g. Now, we show the continuity of`?'. Let be the morphism from X to F. Let D be a directed set of morphisms from X to M, and let f be its limit. We have to show f = F d2D d. The function on the right hand side is R-linear by continuity of`+' and` '. It maps x to fx by continuity of application and d ( x) = d x. By uniqueness, it thus equals f. 2
In the special case X = 1, R itself is a free R-X-module: Proposition 7.12 (R; x: 1) is a free R-1-module.
Proof: Let 
Existence of free modules
In this section, we show the existence of the free R-X-module for arbitrary semiring domains R and ground domains X. The proof follows the lines of 12] who proved the existence of the free commutative idempotent monoid over X. Hoofman used the categorical Freyd Adjoint Functor Theorem. We avoid its usage for the sake of a slightly more explicit construction. Our proof looks much simpler than that of Hoofman because we apply the notion of R-X-modules.
We rst construct the so-called solution set required by the Adjoint Functor Theorem. Instead of applying this theorem after verifying its remaining preconditions and thus obtaining the mere existence of the free module, we present a simple explicit construction based on the solution set.
The problem with the class of all R-X-modules is that it is not a set. The problem is solved by providing a set of R-X-modules fM i j i 2 Ig that may be used as representatives for all R-X-modules. Let It is not di cult to see that all these functions are continuous, and make P into an R-Xmodule. The projections i : P ! M i ] are R-X-linear. Finally, let F be the core of P. Then the inclusion p : F ! P is R-X-linear. Summarizing, we get for each R-X-module M the following chain of R-X-linear mappings for some i:
Thus, we get an R-X-linear map f from F to every R-X-module M. f is unique since F is reduced (Prop. 7.6).
Free modules in the algebraic case
There seems to be no general explicit description of the free R-X-module. However, an explicit construction is possible at least in the case of structurally algebraic semiring R and algebraic domain X. De nition 7.13 A semiring domain R is structurally algebraic if it is algebraic and its base R 0 contains 0 and 1 and is closed w.r.t.`+' and` '.
Examples:
Every nite and every discrete semiring domain R is structurally algebraic since R 0 = R holds in these cases. N 1 0 = f0 < 1 < 2 < < 1g is structurally algebraic since sum and product of nite numbers are nite.
The tropical semiring T is algebraic but not structurally algebraic since 1 is the neutral element of its addition.
The powerset of an in nite set X with union as addition and intersection as multiplication and ordered by inclusion is algebraic but not structurally algebraic since 1 = X is in nite. 
The initial R-construction
In this section, the existence of the initial R-construction for given semiring R is shown and its properties are studied. The idea to consider initial power constructions dates back to 10]. Hoofman 12] showed the existence of the initial construction for semiring f0; 1g. Main 13] then proposed initial constructions for some fancy semirings as indicated in section 5.3. In contrast to our work, he requires the singleton mapping to be strict without telling exactly why. Our singleton mappings are generally non-strict as indicated by Prop. 7.8 and 9.4. The singleton maps of mixed and sandwich power domain are also non-strict.
For every domain X and every semiring R, there is a free R-X-module R X. The construction X 7 ! R X is the initial R-construction. Theorem 8.1 Let R be a xed semiring. The power construction P de ned by PX = R X is the initial R-construction. The construction is symmetric i R is commutative.
The a priori given external product of the modules PX coincides with the external product derived from the power operations.
Proof: We rst show that P is a power construction. Empty set and union are given by the module operations: -0 = 0 and A? B = A+B. Singleton is the morphism : X ! R X], i.e. fjxj g = x. For every f : X ! PY], the extension ext f is given by the unique R-Xlinear map from R X to (PY; f). Uniqueness of H is a simple consequence of the freedom of PX for all X. The theory of R-X-modules gives us the following properties of the initial R-construction:
Theorem 8.2 Let R be a semiring and let P be the initial R-construction.
(1) If R has a least element, then P maps domains with least element into domains with least element (Prop. 7.8).
(2) If R is structurally algebraic, then P maps algebraic domains into algebraic ones (Th. 7.14).
(3) If R is nite, then P maps (bi) nite domains into (bi) nite domains (Th. 7.15). (4) If R is discrete, then P maps discrete domains into discrete ones (Th. 7.16).
9 The nal R-construction
The main theorem
In contrast to the initial R-construction, the nal one may be explicitly constructed. As indicated in section 4.5, existential quanti cation leads to a mapping E from PX to X ! P1] ! P1] for every power construction P. This suggests to de ne PX as X ! R] ! R]
if R = P1 is given. The equations in section 4.5 also indicate how to de ne the power operations. One has to prove that these operations satisfy the axioms of section 3, and that the derived semiring P1 is isomorphic to the original semiring R. For proving the axioms, the outer, second order mappings have to be additive, and for proving the isomorphism between P1 and R, they even have to be right linear.
Functions in X ! R] may be multiplied by members of R from the right by de ning f r = x: (fx) r. They also may be added by de ning f + g = x: fx + g x. A The proof of the theorem proceeds in four steps: First, it is shown that the power operations de ned above always create right linear maps when applied to such maps. Second, the validity of the power axioms is shown by -conversions. Third, an isomorphism between P1 and R is established. Fourth, the power construction P R f is demonstrated to be nal.
The proof of the right linearity of the results of the operations is done by straight-forward equational reasoning. It is omitted here. The remaining three steps are handled in the next three sections.
Proof step 2: The power axioms
In this section, we prove the validity of the power axioms for the new construction.
By the de nition A ? B = g: Ag + Bg, the operation`? ' trivially is commutative, associative, and has neutral element -0 = g: 0. The axioms of extension are less easy to prove. In this paper, we concentrate on (P3) that is simple, (S2) where additivity of the second order function is needed, and (S4) which is the most di cult. The other ones are shown similarly. 
= ?1 ( r) = r
The last property to be shown is that H is the only linear power homomorphism from Q to P. Let 
Derived operations
The de nition of the nal R-construction provides realizations for the principal power operations in terms of higher order functions. The derived operations may also be expressed in functional form. Problem: Is P R f symmetric whenever R is commutative?
Simple equational reasoning does not help here.
Known power constructions
In this section, we brie y consider how the known power constructions t into the general framework. Most proofs are omitted since this topic will be subject of a di erent paper and may also be found in 8]. We do not include the proof of this theorem here because it is a bit out of the scope of this paper and uses some topological techniques not introduced here.
Lower power constructions
Upper power constructions
Let U = f1 < 0g with 1 + 1 = 1 be the upper semiring. U-modules are just those commutative monoids (M; +; 0) with a + a = a and a 0 for all a in M. One easily veri es that in such monoids, a + b is the greatest lower bound of a and b. Hence, U-modules are just domains with a continuous binary greatest lower bound and a top element.
Although U is just dual to L, the situation is much more complex here. The reason is that in L-modules, binary lub and directed lub well cooperate and imply the existence of all lubs and all glbs. In U-modules however, binary lubs and in nite glbs need not exist. The additional complexity might be the reason that the following theorem is much weaker than Th. 10.1. Theorem 10.2 For continuous ground domain X, the initial upper power domain U i X and the nal upper power domain U f X coincide. They are explicitly given by (1) UX = fK X j K is a Scott compact upper setg ordered by inverse inclusion` ', 
Set domain constructions
As indicated in section 5.3, a power construction with a reasonable logic should have the Booleans as characteristic semiring. There are several semirings with carrier B = f?; 0; 1g with ? 0; 1. In all of them, multiplication is given by parallel conjunction. Hence, we choose the semiring with addition being parallel disjunction. Power constructions with this characteristic semiring are called set domain constructions following 9]. They admit especially nice logical operations. Mixed power domain and sandwich power domain | de ned for algebraic ground domains by Gunter and Buneman | provide two di erent set domain constructions.
The mixed power domain is free for the mix theory as Gunter 5, 6] and I independently found out. Mix algebras are commutative idempotent monoids enriched by an additional unary operation`?'. 4 In the following de nition, we give | in contrast to Gunter | a minimal set of axioms, i.e. for each of the four axioms, there is a commutative idempotent monoid satisfying all axioms except the given one. The mix theory as de ned above allows to derive some theorems which hold in all mix algebras. Among those, there is (A3) and (A4) with equality. We now present the most important of these theorems with their proofs which end up in a characterization of mix homomorphisms. Theorem 10.5 For every algebraic domain X, the mixed power domain over X and the initial set domain over X coincide.
A proof may be found in 5]. In contrast to the mixed power domain, the sandwich power domain is nal: 
Conclusion
The algebraic framework introduced in this paper was developed to nd out the common features of the known explicit constructions of Plotkin 14] , Smyth 16, 17] , Buneman et al. 2] , and Gunter 5, 6] . It turned out to be general enough to cover also the proposals in 10, 12] concerning certain types of free monoids, and in 13] concerning free semiring modules.
The new notion of power homomorphisms immediately implies the notions of initiality and nality of power constructions. Whereas initiality is closely related to free modules, nality brings up a new aspect. The explicit description of nal constructions in terms of second order`predicates' indicates that such constructions may easily be implemented in a functional language that only has to provide the semiring addition as special feature (for the sandwich power domain for instance, this is`parallel or').
The number of di erent power constructions satisfying the axioms of section 3 is enormous. For every semiring, there is an initial and a nal construction that seem to coincide in rare cases only. Besides these two extremes, there might be a variety of other constructions with the same characteristic semiring. We found for instance nine further C-constructions besides the initial and the nal one. One might guess that the variety of di erent constructions increases with the complexity of the characteristic semiring.
The spectrum of power constructions with given characteristic semiring as well as the domain-theoretic properties of the initial and nal construction are not yet thoroughly investigated (see the host of open problems indicated in this paper). Reasons might be the lack of examples and some inherent complexity of the theory. The ve explicit constructions lower, upper, convex, mixed, and sandwich power domain have characteristic semirings of at most three elements, and even the seemingly simple case of the upper semiring is not completely understood (at least by the author).
A The core of an R-X-module
This appendix is concerned with the proof of Theorem 7.3 which characterizes the cores of R-X-modules. The proof is not included in the main text because it uses topological methods instead of equational reasoning. As Theorem 7.3 is a generalization of some theorems in 12], many of the following auxiliary propositions may be found there. They are included here for the sake of completeness.
A.1 Directed closure
A subset S of a domain X is directed closed i the suprema (w.r.t. X) of all directed subsets of S belong to S. Since arbitrary intersections of directed closed subsets of X are directed closed, there is a least directed closed superset A for every subset A of X. We show some properties of this set operator in the sequel. 2
